Workshop: Spiritual Birth, Spiritual Life
conducted by Sri Shyamji Bhatnagar
Yoga Studio Zeist: Slotlaan 100 (first floor), 3701 GP Zeist, The Netherlands
Contacts: Marina Toleva at admin@chakrainstitute.com
Spiritually sensitive people including yoga practitioners are experiencing a second
birth in this life to prepare for Samadhi, the ultimate union with the divine. Learn
sacred sounds of the chakras and mantras and the application of specific rhythms to
enhance spiritual development. Experience meditation and altered states of
awareness.
Sri Shyamji Bhatnagar developed the InnerTuning® technique from his early work with
breath and sacred sounds, which began at age 12 with his guru in India. In 1967 his
discovery of the 147 microchakras inspired his creation of Microchakra™ Psychology, a
blend of ancient wisdom and contemporary psychology that explains the workings of
the subtle body and how openings or blockages in the microchakras can either
encourage or sabotage psychological health and spiritual development. Child-rearing
practices, particularly in the first three years of a child's life, directly affect the
developing personality of the child. For example, a child with open third microchakras
will feel confident and relate easily with others while the blockages may result in
aggressive and an overly competitive attitude.
Saturday, January 25: 11:30 am - 17:00 (150 €)
Sunday, January 26: 11:30 am - 17:00 (150 €) Lunch included
Weekend (250 €) Friday Meditation & Weekend (260 €) Friday and Saturday or Sunday
(165 €)
January 23, 24, 27 Private consultations: Microchakra™ Analysis & Microchakra™Tuning

Sri Shyamji's book: Microchakras, InnerTuning for Psychological Well-being, was
published in 2009. Review: "It is extremely rare to find a vast new body of
understanding that is so respectfully and logically embedded within ancient yogic
science. Microchakras expands our view of the classical chakras by describing in great
detail the effects they have on each other, opening or blocking particular spiritual
potential. It provides a striking insight into their relationship to sound, breath,
purification, meditation, early childhood experiences, and a lot more. Whether you
want to help others or yourself on the spiritual path, this monumental legacy
promises greatly enhanced efficiency." (Peter Marchand, author of Yoga of Truth, The
Netherlands
More information: www.chakrainstitute.com

